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This past year, trails in Manitoba have seen unprecedented levels of activity as
Manitobans find ways to stay active, improve their overall well-being, and
explore their province.
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Trails Manitoba is proud to partner with the Province of Manitoba and The
Winnipeg Foundation by offering two new recreational trail grants: Trails Grant
for Manitoba and Trails Grant for Winnipeg. These two grant programs
represent an investment of $6 million from the Province of Manitoba, for the
development and enhancement of recreational trails throughout Manitoba.
The grants will assist in making our trails attractive and inclusive destinations
for Manitobans and visitors alike, in celebration of the peoples, communities
and landscapes that this province has to offer.
These grants are designed to advance the trail system to reap both social and
economic benefits to Manitobans. The projects funded through these grants
will also focus on enhancing the environmental perspective of trail users
through intentionally directed educational experiences devoted to the
responsible use and conservation of natural resources. Through these grants,
Trails Manitoba is dedicated to the use of trails by all people to improve their
physical, psychological, and social well-being.
This investment will enable our associations, municipalities, and the people
dedicated to the stewardship of recreational trails to foster a trail system that
will be enjoyed now, and by future generations to come.
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The Manitoba Recreational Trails Association, Inc., is a charitable organization whose mission is to provide the support, knowledge, technology and
resources necessary to promote the construction and use of recreational trail throughout Manitoba, thereby improving the economy, the
environment, and human well-being.

